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Human face-to-face communication is essentially audiovisual. Typically, people talk to us face-to-face, providing concurrent auditory
and visual input. Understanding someone is easier when there is
visual input, because visual cues like mouth and tongue movements provide complementary information about speech content.
Here, we hypothesized that, even in the absence of visual input,
the brain optimizes both auditory-only speech and speaker recognition by harvesting speaker-specific predictions and constraints
from distinct visual face-processing areas. To test this hypothesis,
we performed behavioral and neuroimaging experiments in two
groups: subjects with a face recognition deficit (prosopagnosia)
and matched controls. The results show that observing a specific
person talking for 2 min improves subsequent auditory-only
speech and speaker recognition for this person. In both prosopagnosics and controls, behavioral improvement in auditory-only
speech recognition was based on an area typically involved in
face-movement processing. Improvement in speaker recognition
was only present in controls and was based on an area involved in
face-identity processing. These findings challenge current unisensory models of speech processing, because they show that, in
auditory-only speech, the brain exploits previously encoded audiovisual correlations to optimize communication. We suggest that
this optimization is based on speaker-specific audiovisual internal
models, which are used to simulate a talking face.
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H

uman face-to-face communication works best when one can
watch the speaker’s face (1). This becomes obvious when
someone speaks to us in a noisy environment, in which the
auditory speech signal is degraded. Visual cues place constraints
on what our brain expects to perceive in the auditory channel.
These visual constraints improve the recognition rate for audiovisual speech, compared with auditory speech alone (2). Similarly, speaker identity recognition by voice can be improved by
concurrent visual information (3). Accordingly, audiovisual
models of human voice and face perception posit that there are
interactions between auditory and visual processing streams
(Fig. 1A) (4, 5).
Based on prior experimental (6–8) and theoretical work
(9–12) we hypothesized that, even in the absence of visual input,
the brain optimizes auditory-only speech and speaker recognition by harvesting predictions and constraints from distinct
visual face areas (Fig. 1B).
Experimental studies (6, 8) demonstrated that the identification of a speaker by voice is improved after a brief audiovisual
experience with that speaker (in contrast to a matched control
condition). The improvement effect was paralleled by an interaction of voice and face-identity sensitive areas (8). This finding
suggested that the associative representation of a particular face
facilitates the recognition of that person by voice. However, it is
unclear whether this effect also extends to other audiovisual
dependencies in human communication. Such a finding, for
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example in the case of speech recognition, would indicate that
the brain fills-in missing information routinely to make auditory
communication more robust.
To test this hypothesis, we asked the following question: What
does the brain do when we listen to someone whom we have
previously seen talking? Classical speech processing models (the
‘‘auditory-only’’ model) predict that the brain uses auditory-only
processing capabilities to recognize speech and speaker (13, 14).
Under the ‘‘audiovisual’’ model, we posit that the brain uses
previously learned audiovisual speaker-specific information to
improve recognition of both speech and speaker (Fig. 1B). Even
without visual input, face-processing areas could use encoded
knowledge about the visual orofacial kinetics of talking and
simulate a specific speaker to make predictions about the
trajectory of what is heard. This visual online simulation would
place useful constraints on auditory perception to improve
speech recognition by resolving auditory ambiguities. This constructivist view of perception has proved useful in understanding
human vision (15, 16) and may be even more powerful in the
context of integration of prior multimodal information. To
identify such a mechanism in speech perception would not only
have immediate implications for the ecological validity of auditory-only models of speech perception but would also point to a
general principle of how the brain copes with noisy and missing
information in human communication.
Speech and speaker recognition largely rest on two different
sets of audiovisual correlations. Speech recognition is based
predominantly on fast time-varying acoustic cues produced by
the varying vocal tract shape, i.e., orofacial movements (17, 18).
Conversely, speaker recognition uses predominantly timeinvariant properties of the speech signal, such as the acoustic
properties of the vocal tract length (19). If the brain uses stored
visual information for processing auditory-only speech, the
relative improvement in speech and speaker recognition could,
therefore, be behaviorally and neuroanatomically dissociable. To
investigate this potential dissociation, we recruited prosopagnosics who have impaired perception of face identity but seem to
have intact perception of orofacial movements (20).
Neurophysiological face processing studies indicate that distinct brain areas are specialized for processing time-varying
information [facial movements, superior temporal sulcus (STS)
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Fig. 2. Experimental design. (A) Training phase. All participants learned to
identify the same six speakers. Three were learned by voice, video of moving
face, and name. Three others were learned by voice, name and a visual symbol
of an occupation. (B) Test phase (in the MRI-scanner). Participants performed
either the speech or speaker recognition task, cued visually before each
stimulus block started. The vehicle task and the face area localizer are not
displayed in this figure.
Fig. 1. Model for processing of human communication signals. (A) Audiovisual input enters auditory and visual preprocessing areas. These feed into
two distinct networks, which process speech and speaker information. Modified from ref. 4. (B) Auditory-only input enters auditory preprocessing areas.
For speech recognition, facial and vocal speech areas interact while engaging
concurrently with higher levels of speech processing. Similarly, for speaker
recognition, face and voice identity areas interact with higher levels of
speaker identity processing. Note that the interactions between the boxes do
not imply direct anatomical connections and that the boxes may represent
more than one area, in particular for higher levels of speech and speaker
recognition.

(21, 22), and time-constant information (face identity, fusiform
face area (FFA) (23–25)] (26, 27). If speech and speaker
recognition are neuroanatomically dissociable, and the improvement by audiovisual learning uses learned dependencies between audition and vision, the STS should underpin the improvement in speech recognition in both controls and
prosopagnosics. A similar improvement in speaker recognition
should be based on the FFA in controls but not prosopagnosics.
Such a neuroanatomical dissociation would imply that visual face
processing areas are instrumental for improved auditory-only
recognition. We used functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) to show the response properties of these two areas.
The study consisted of (i) ‘‘training phase,’’ (ii) ‘‘test phase,’’ and
(iii) ‘‘face area localizer.’’ In the training phase (Fig. 2A), both
groups (17 controls and 17 prosopagnosics) learned to identify six
male speakers by voice and name. For three speakers, the voice–
name learning was supplemented by a video presentation of the
moving face (‘‘voice–face’’ learning), and for the other three
speakers by a symbol of their occupation (no voice–face learning,
which we term ‘‘voice–occupation’’ learning).
The test phase (Fig. 2B) was performed in the MRI-scanner.
Auditory-only sentences from the previously learned speakers
were presented in 29-s blocks. These sentences had not been used
during the training phase. Before each block, participants received the visual instruction to either perform a speaker or
speech recognition task. There were four experimental conditions in total: (i) speech task: speaker learned by face; (ii) speech
task: speaker learned by occupation, (iii) speaker task: speaker
6748 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0710826105

learned by face; and (iv) speaker task: speaker learned by
occupation. For the speech tasks, subjects indicated by button
press whether a visually presented word occurred during the
concurrent auditory sentence. In the speaker tasks, subjects
indicated whether the visually presented speaker name corresponded to the speaker of the auditory sentence. A nonspeech
control condition with vehicle sounds was included in the test
phase. In this condition, subjects indicated whether the visually
displayed vehicle name (train, motorcycle, or racing car) corresponded to the concurrently presented vehicle sound.
After the test phase, fMRI data for the face area localizer were
acquired. This included passive viewing of faces and objects and
was used to localize the face-sensitive FFA and STS (see
Methods).
Results
Behavior. An overview of the behavioral results is displayed in

Table 1. We performed a three-way repeated-measure ANOVA
with the within-subject factors ‘‘task’’ (speech, speaker), ‘‘learning’’ (voice–face, voice–occupation) and the between-subject
factor ‘‘group’’ (prosopagnosics, controls). There was a main
effect of task [F(1,32) ⫽ 74.7, P ⬍ 0.001]; a trend to significance
for the main effect of type of learning [F(1,32) ⫽ 4.0, P ⫽ 0.053];
a type of learning and group interaction [F(1,32) ⫽ 4.8, P ⬍
0.04]; and a three-way interaction between task, type of learning,
and group [F(1,32) ⫽ 5.5, P ⬍ 0.03].
In both groups, prior voice–face learning improved speech
recognition, compared with voice–occupation learning. In the
following, we will call such improvement ‘‘face-benefit.’’ For
both controls and prosopagnosics there was a significant facebenefit for speech recognition (paired t test: speech task/voice–
face vs. speech task/voice–occupation learning: t ⫽ 2.3, df ⫽ 32,
P ⬍ 0.03) [Fig. 3, Table 1 and supporting information (SI) Fig.
S1]. Although face-benefits of 1.22% (controls) and 1.53%
(prosopagnosics) seem small, these values are expected given the
recognition rates were ⬎90% (28). There was no significant
difference in the face-benefit between the two groups: An
ANOVA for the speech task with the factors learning (voice–
face, voice–occupation) and group (prosopagnosic, controls)
von Kriegstein et al.

Table 1. Behavioral scores for all four experimental conditions and the vehicle control condition
Controls
Task
Speech

Speaker

Vehicle

Prosopagnosics

Experimental condition

%

SE

%

SE

Voice–face
Voice–occupation
Face benefit
Voice–face
Voice–occupation
Face benefit
—

93.50
92.28
1.22
82.41
77.14
5.27
91.65

1.13
1.16
1.04
3.11
3.34
2.10
1.21

95.80
94.27
1.53
78.34
80.15
⫺1.81
92.76

0.53
0.76
0.58
2.52
1.93
1.99
0.92

Recognition rates (%) are summarized as average over group with standard error (SE). The face-benefit is defined as the task-specific
recognition rate after voice– occupation learning subtracted from the recognition rate after voice–face learning.

between behavior and regional activation over subjects in the
two face-sensitive areas (correlation analysis, Fig. 4 C–F). In
both these analyses, we used the face area localizer to localize the
STS and FFA (see Methods).
Categorical Analysis. In both groups, activity in face-sensitive STS

is increased after voice–face learning, for speech recognition
(Fig. 4A). There was a significant interaction between learning
(voice–face vs. voice–occupation) and task (speech vs. speaker)
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revealed no interaction [F(1,32) ⫽ 0.06, P ⫽ 0.8]. There was a
main effect type of learning [F(1,32) ⫽ 5.0, P ⬍ 0.03], which
is consistent with a face-benefit in both groups for speech
recognition.
In the control group, there was a significant face-benefit of
5.27% for speaker recognition (paired t test: speaker task/voice–
face vs. speaker task/voice–occupation learning: t ⫽ 2.5, df ⫽ 16,
P ⬍ 0.02). Critically, there was no face-benefit in the prosopagnosics for speaker recognition (t ⫽ ⫺0.9, df ⫽ 16, P ⫽ 0.4)
(Fig. 3, Table 1, and Fig. S1). An ANOVA for the speaker task
revealed a significant difference of face-benefit between the
controls and prosopagnosics {learning ⫻ group interaction in
speaker task [F(1,32) ⫽ 6.1, P ⬍ 0.02]}.
We also probed whether the face-benefits in speech and
speaker recognition were correlated. Neither controls (Pearson:
r ⫽ 0.03, P ⫽ 0.9) nor prosopagnosics (Pearson: r ⫽ ⫺0.1, P ⫽
0.7) showed a correlation between the two face-benefit scores.
This means that a subject with, e.g., a high face-benefit in speaker
recognition does not necessarily have a high face-benefit in
speech recognition.
Neuroimaging. We performed two separate analyses of blood
oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) responses acquired during the test phase. First, we examined the effect of learning
voice–face vs. voice–occupation associations on the responses in
face-sensitive STS and FFA (categorical analysis, Fig. 4 A and B
and Fig. S2). In a second analysis, we examined the correlations

Fig. 3. Behavioral results. Face-benefit in speech and speaker recognition
tasks for controls (gray) and prosopagnosics (black). The face-benefit is the
percentage difference between correct recognition after voice–face learning
minus correct recognition after voice– occupation learning. The error bars
represent standard errors.
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Fig. 4. fMRI results. (A and B) Difference contrasts between voice–face and
voice– occupation learning in speech (A) and speaker recognition (B). (C )
Statistical parametric map of positive correlations of BOLD activity with the
face-benefit for speech recognition. (D) Statistical parametric map of the
difference between controls and prosopagnosics in positive correlation of
BOLD activity with the face-benefit for speaker recognition. (E ) Plot of correlation between face-benefit in speech task and STS activity. (F ) Plot of
correlation between face-benefit in speaker task and FFA activity; for controls,
the correlation was significant, but not for prosopagnosics. This figure displays
the results for the ROI in the left STS. See Table S5 and Fig. S4 for results for the
ROI in the right STS.
PNAS 兩 May 6, 2008 兩 vol. 105 兩 no. 18 兩 6749

[ANOVA: F(1,32) ⫽ 24, P ⬍ 0.0001)]. In each group, 15 of 17
subjects showed this effect (Table S1).
The activation in the FFA was increased after voice–face
learning, but only in the speaker task (Fig. 4B). There was a
significant interaction between learning (voice–face vs. voice–
occupation) and task (speaker vs. speech) [ANOVA: F(1,32) ⫽
17, P ⬍ 0.0001]. Fifteen of 17 subjects in both groups showed this
FFA effect (Table S2).
Correlation Analysis. For both groups, a significant positive correlation between activation and face-benefit in speech recognition was found in the left face-sensitive STS (P ⫽ 0.03, corrected;
n ⫽ 34; statistical maximum at x ⫽ ⫺56, y ⫽ ⫺44, z ⫽ 10;
Pearson: r ⫽ 0.5, P ⫽ 0.006, two-tailed, n ⫽ 34) but not in the
FFA (both groups, P ⫽ 0.6). There was no difference between
groups in the FFA (P ⫽ 0.5) (Fig. 4 C and E). Note that this STS
region is a visual face-sensitive area and not active during speech
in general; there is no activity in this region when contrasting all
conditions containing speech against the control condition with
vehicle sounds. Furthermore activity is not higher in the speech
task in contrast to the speaker task after voice–occupation
learning (Fig. S3).
For controls, we found a significant positive correlation
between FFA activity and the face-benefit in speaker recognition (in controls, P ⬍ 0.03, corrected; statistical maximum at x ⫽
40, y ⫽ ⫺42, z ⫽ ⫺26; Pearson: r ⫽ 0.6, P ⫽ 0.012, two-tailed,
n ⫽ 17). This correlation was significantly greater than in
prosopagnosics (controls ⬎ prosopagnosics: P ⬍ 0.01, corrected). There was no significant positive or negative correlation
in prosopagnosics (P ⫽ 0.9; Pearson: r ⫽ ⫺0.4, P ⫽ 0.15,
two-tailed, n ⫽ 17) (Fig. 4 D and F). As expected, no significant
correlation between STS activity and face-benefit in speaker
recognition was observed (controls ⬎ prosopagnosics: P ⫽ 0.9,
corrected; controls: P ⫽ 0.5, corrected).

Discussion
The results are in line with our prediction that the brain exploits
previously acquired speaker-specific audiovisual information to
improve both auditory-only speech and speaker recognition.
Importantly, we can discount an alternative explanation for
the face-benefits in speech and speaker recognition: Using the
auditory-only model, one could argue that subjects, during the
training phase, pay more attention to voices presented during
the voice–face learning because of the matching visual video.
In contrast, voice– occupation learning is based on static
stimuli. This difference in stimuli could result in an advantage
for auditory learning during voice–face association and, potentially, explain a face-benefit. However, with this argument,
one would necessarily expect a correlation between the facebenefits for speaker and speech recognition. There was no such
correlation. In addition, the prosopagnosics are unimpaired on
auditory learning; we showed that they do as well as normal
subjects after voice– occupation learning. Therefore, the auditory-only model predicts that the prosopagnosics show facebenefits in both tasks, which was not observed. Rather, there
was a difference in the face-benefit pattern between the
controls and prosopagnosics, which confirms a neuropsychological dissociation in terms of the face-benefits of speech and
speaker recognition. We can, therefore, rule out a general
attention effect under the auditory model as an explanation for
our results.
We conclude that subjects must have learned key audiovisual
speaker-specific attributes during the training phase. This learning was fast; ⬍2 min of observing each speaker improved
subsequent speech recognition, compared with learning based
on arbitrary audiovisual cues. A translation of this principle into
every day life is improved telephone communication when the
speakers have previously engaged in a brief audiovisual ex6750 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0710826105

change, for example during a meeting. The same argument
applies to speaker recognition. Control subjects identified a
speaker by voice better, if they had seen the speaker talking
before. This latter finding confirms two previous studies that
show better speaker recognition after voice–face learning (6, 8).
The audiovisual model (Fig. 1) and visual face processing
models (26) assumes two separable neural systems for the
processing of face motion (STS) and face identity (FFA). A
neuroimaging study showed that during speaker recognition
FFA activity is increased after voice–face learning (8). Our
present findings extend this result in three ways: (i) We show that
face-movement sensitive STS activity is increased after voice–
face learning, but only during speech recognition; (ii) activity of
the left face-sensitive STS positively correlates with the facebenefit in speech recognition and FFA activity positively correlates with the face-benefit for speaker recognition; and (iii) FFA
activity correlates positively with the face-benefit in controls but
not in prosopagnosics. These results confirm our hypothesis
about a neuroanatomical dissociation, in terms of selective task
and stimulus-bound response profiles in STS and FFA. We
suggest that individual dynamic facial ‘‘signatures’’ (29) are
stored in the STS and are involved in predicting the incoming
speech content. Note that these dynamic facial signatures might
also carry identity information and could therefore be potentially used to improve identity recognition in humans and in
primates (30–32). However, our results suggest that neither the
controls nor the prosopagnosic subjects employ this information
in our experiment to improve their speaker recognition abilities.
Speech recognition during telephone conversations can be
improved by video-simulations of an artificial ‘‘talking face,’’
which helps especially hearing impaired listeners to understand
what is said (33). This creation of an artificial talking face uses
a phoneme recognizer and a face synthesizer to recreate the
facial movements based on the auditory input. We suggest that
our results reflect that the human brain routinely uses a similar
mechanism: Auditory-only speech processing is improved by
simulation of a talking face. How can such a model be explained
in theoretical terms? In visual and sensory-motor processing,
‘‘internal forward’’ models have been used to explain how the
brain encodes complex sensory data by relatively few parameters
(34, 35). Here, we assume the existence of audiovisual forward
models, which encode the physical causal relationship between
a person talking and its consequences for the visual and auditory
input. Critically, these models also encode the causal dependencies between the visual and auditory trajectories. Perception is
based on the ‘‘inversion’’ of models; i.e., the brain identifies
causes (Mr. Smith says, ‘‘Hello’’) that explain the observed
audiovisual input best. Given that robust communication is of
utmost importance for us, we posit that the human brain can
quickly and efficiently learn ‘‘a new person’’ by adjusting key
parameters in existing internal audiovisual forward models that
are already geared toward perception of talking faces. Once
parameters for an individual person are learned, auditory speech
processing is improved because the brain learned parameters of
an audiovisual forward model with strong dependencies between
internal auditory and visual trajectories. This enables the system
to simulate visual trajectories (via the auditory trajectories)
when there is no visual input. The talking face simulation is the
better the stronger and more veridical the learned coupling
between auditory and visual input is. The visual simulation is fed
back to auditory areas thereby improving auditory recognition
by providing additional constraints. This mechanism can be used
iteratively until the inversion of the audiovisual forward model
converges on a percept. The scheme to employ forward models
to encode and exploit dependencies in the environment by
simulation is in accordance with general theories of brain
function, which posit that neural mechanisms are tuned for
efficient prediction of relevant stimuli (9, 10, 12, 16, 36, 37).
von Kriegstein et al.

Methods
Participants. In total, 17 healthy volunteers (10 females, 14 right handed,
22–52 years of age, mean age 37.4 years, median 38 years) and 17 prosopagnosics (11 females, 17 right handed, 24 –57 years of age, mean age 37.2 years,
median 34 years) were included into the study (SI Methods, Participants).
Prosopagnosia Diagnosis. The diagnosis of hereditary prosopagnosia was
based on a standardized semistructured interview (Tables S3 and S4) (41, 42),
which has been validated with objective face recognition tests in previous
studies (41, 43).
Stimuli. For a detailed description of the stimuli, see SI Methods, Stimuli.
Experimental Design. Training phase. All participants were trained outside the
MRI-scanner. In each trial the name of the speaker was first presented (for 1 s)
followed by presentation of a sentence spoken by that speaker (⬇1.3 s). For
three of the speakers, the sentences were presented together with the video
of the speaking face (voice–face learning). Three other speakers’ voices were
presented together with static symbols for three different occupations
(painter, craftsman, and cook) (voice– occupation learning). The two sets of
speakers were counterbalanced over participants: In each group, nine participants learned the first set of speakers with the faces and the second set with
the symbols, whereas the other eight participants learned the reverse order.
Total exposure to audiovisual information about a speaker was ⬍2 min
(SI Methods, Experimental Design).
Test phase. The test phase consisted of three 15-min MRI-scanning sessions
and included four speech and one nonspeech condition (see Introduction).
Before the first session, participants were briefly familiarized, inside the
scanner, with the setting by showing them a single trial of each task. Stimuli
(auditory sentences or vehicle sounds) were presented in a block design.
Blocks were presented fully randomized. There were 12 blocks per condi-
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tion in total. Each block lasted 29 s and contained eight trials. One trial
lasted ⬇3.6 s and consisted of two consecutive sentences spoken by the
same person or two vehicle sounds. In the last second of each trial, a written
word (speech task), person name (speaker task), or vehicle name (vehicle
task) was presented. Subjects indicated via button press whether the shown
word was present in the spoken sentence (speech task) and whether the
shown person name matched the speaker’s voice (speaker task) or not.
Similarly in the vehicle task, subjects indicated whether the vehicle name
matched the vehicle sound or not. Between blocks, subjects looked at a
fixation cross lasting 12 s.
Face area localizer. The visual localizer study consisted of two 6-min MRI-scanning
sessions and included four conditions of passive viewing of face or object pictures:
(i) faces from different persons with different facial gestures (speaking), (ii)
different facial gestures of the same person’s face, (iii) different objects in
different views, and (iv) same object in different views. Conditions were presented as blocks of 25-s duration. Within the blocks, single stimuli were presented
for 500 ms without pause between stimuli. This fast stimulus presentation induced a movement illusion in the condition where the same person’s face was
presented (moving face), but not in those with faces from different persons (static
faces). A fixation cross was introduced between the blocks for 18 s.
Data Acquisition and Analysis. MRI was performed on a 3-T Siemens Vision
scanner (SI Methods, Data acquisition), and the data were analyzed with SPM5
(www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm), using standard procedures (SI Methods, Analysis
of MRI data).
Behavioural data were analyzed by using SPSS 12.02 (SPSS). All P values
reported are two-tailed.
Localization of face-sensitive areas. We defined the regions of interest (ROI) by
using the face area localizer. The STS-ROI was defined by the contrast moving
face vs. static faces. In the group analysis, this contrast was used to inclusively
mask the contrast face vs. object (maximum for both groups in left STS: x ⫽
⫺52, y ⫽ ⫺56, z ⫽ 6, cluster size 19 voxels). The localizer contrast also included
a region in the right STS (x ⫽ 54, y ⫽ ⫺40, z ⫽ 6, cluster size 737 voxels). We
report analyses within this region in SI Methods, Table S5, and Fig. S4. The
FFA-ROI was defined by the contrast faces vs. objects (maximum for both
groups was in the right FFA: x ⫽ 44, y ⫽ ⫺44, z ⫽ ⫺24, cluster size 20 voxels)
(SI Methods, Face area localizer). There was no homologous significant
activity in the left hemisphere. The statistical maxima for individual subjects
are displayed in (Tables S1 and S2).
Categorical analysis for test phase. In the categorical analysis, contrasts of interest
were the interactions (i) (speech task/voice–face learning ⫺ speech task/voice–
occupation learning) ⫺ (speaker task/voice–face learning ⫺ speaker task/voice–
occupation learning) and (ii) (speaker task/voice–face learning ⫺ speaker task/
voice– occupation learning) ⫺ (speech task/voice–face learning ⫺ speech task/
voice– occupation learning). These contrasts were computed at the single subject
level. For each subject’s FFA and STS (as determined by the face area localizer),
parameter estimates were extracted from the voxel, at which we found the
maximum statistic (SI Methods, Categorical analysis, and Tables S1 and S2). These
values were then entered into a repeated measures ANOVA and plotted (Fig. 4 A
and B) by using SPSS 12.02.
Correlation analysis for test phase. In the correlation analysis, the fMRI signal in
FFA and STS after voice–face learning was correlated with the behavioral
face-benefit, i.e., recognition rate (%) after voice–face learning minus recognition rate (%) after voice– occupation learning, as determined separately for
speech and speaker task. This group analysis was performed by using the
MarsBaR ROI toolbox (http://marsbar.sourceforge.net) (SI Methods, Correlation analysis). To estimate Pearson’s r values, parameter estimates were
extracted at the group maximum and entered into SPSS 12.02.
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